System analysis time can be reduced through specification reuse which, however, requires specification understanding. This paper presents an object-oriented executable specification language which reduces understanding time through executing specifications. In addition to being executable, the specification language hides as many classes as possible within subsystems, and explicitly specifies relationships between specification components. This facilitates specification modification. Moreover, the language explicitly specifies interface parameters of specification components. This facilitates specification composition.
Introduction
Software reuse can tremendously improve software development productivity and software quality [l-3] . Currently, many program code reuse techniques [4-1 l] are available. With these techniques, however, software developers must specify a system's specification and design document before they can reuse program code. To enhance the power of software reuse, some techniques for reusing design documents [ 12-171, and for reusing specifications [19-211 have been developed. Techniques for reusing specifications, for reusing design documents, and for reusing program code can be integrated to support a reuse-based software development paradigm which will substantially reduce software development time.
The object-oriented (00) software development approach enhances software reusability through information hiding (encapsulation), modularity, abstraction, inheritance, and so on [22] . Reusability is thus one of the most important promises of the 00 approach [23-251. Despite the fact that many 00 software reuse techniques have been developed [8-9,16,24,26-271, few successful techniques for reusing 00 specifications are available.
This prompted us to work on an 00 specification reuse technique.
A specification primarily specifies functions, data, and behavior of a software system [28] , where the system behavior is shown by the system's state changes. Since executing a system's functions will change its states, a system's behavior can be exhibited by executing its functions. Functions and data are thus major components in a specification.
According to this, specifications with functions and data similar to those of an intended system are reusable. On the other hand, specifications with similar functions but different data may still be reusable. This reuse can be accomplished by changing data. However, specifications with different functions cannot be reused. In this sense, specifications with functions similar to those of the intended system are reusable. As the execution of a specification's functions exhibits the specification's behavior, specifications with similar functions have similar behaviors, and specifications with totally different behaviors have no similar functions. Therefore, specifications with behaviors similar to that of an intended system may have functions similar to those of the system and hence may be reusable. Such specifications are thus considered candidates for reuse.
Existent specifications are retrieved from a repository for reuse. In a retrieval, there may be many specifications retrieved, where some are reusable and others not. An analyst should understand the retrieved specifications before he or she can identify the reusable ones. Normally, the analyst browses and reads the retrieved specifications in detail for the understanding. To save the understanding time, the retrieved specifications which are unreusable should be neither browsed nor read. They should be filtered out before the browsing and reading. As specifications with behaviors similar to that of an intended system are considered candidates for reuse, the retrieved ones with behaviors dissimilar to that of the intended system can be filtered out. Behaviors of the retrieved specifications should thus be understood for the filtering.
Normally, a system's behavior can be understood by observing the system's state changes. Understanding a system's behaviour by observing all its state changes, however, may be difficult, because the system's states may be complex. Since behavior understanding in our technique is just for filtering out unreusable specifications, understanding detailed behaviors is not neccessary. Thus, in this paper, 'behavior' refers to the input/ output data transformations and object state changes during execution of a specification's functions. In understanding this behavior, an executable specification language is needed. This paper presents a specification language for the understanding.
In addition to being executable, our specification language facilitates modification and composition of specifications, because specifications may need to be modified before being reused, and the reused specifications should be properly composed to form a specification for the intended system. In the remainder of this paper, the process and issues of our 00 specification reuse technique are described first. Next, the model of the executable specification language and the language itself are respectively described. Then, an example is used to illustrate the usage of the language. Finally, conclusions are given.
Process and issues of our 00 specification reuse technique
Our 00 specification reuse technique is based on the following considerations:
(1) Specifications with behaviors similar to that of an intended system are considered candidates for reuse. As mentioned above, systems with similar behaviors may have similar functions. Specifications with behaviors similar to that of an intended system may thus be reusable. Accordingly, in a specification retrieval, retrieved specifications with dissimilar behaviors are not reusable and hence should be filtered out. Note that in this paper, a specijication's behavior denotes the behavior of the system specified by the specification.
(2) In addition to classes, subspecifications, or even entire specifications, are considered candidates for reuse. Most 00 software reuse techniques [8] [9] 24 ,261 reuse only classes, which are usually primitive units in software systems. Applying such techniques is often time-consuming because they tend to compose existent classes to form subsystems and then compose subsystems to form a software system. To remedy that, our technique reuses classes as well as subspecifications, or even entire specifications. As an 00 specification or subspecification is composed of several classes and their relationships, reusing it corresponds to reusing all those classes and relationships. As classes in the same (sub)specification seem closely related and related information tends to be reused together [23] , reusing (sub)specifications is more efficient than reusing classes alone. Moreover, reusing relationships among classes reduces the time for structuring classes, because classes should be structured by their relationships. According to the above description, reusing classes as well as (sub)specifications makes our technique more time-saving than those that reuse classes alone. (3) A software system may be specified by reusing various existent (sub)specifications. Normally, a software system can be partitioned into several subsystems. There is a possibility that some subsystems of a software system are similar to those of some existent (sub)specifications, and other subsystems are similar to those of other existent (sub)-specifications. A software system may thus be specified by reusing various existent (sub)specifications.
Existent 00 specifications should be classified and stored in a repository before being retrieved for reuse. They can be classified by facets [29] , features [30] , semantic networks [31] and so on. According to the considerations given above, our 00 specification reuse process is outlined below.
(1) When an analyst wants to specify a (sub)system (or a class), he or she describes its requirements in a query. The query format should be the same as those for classifying specifications. For example, if specifications are classified by semantic networks, the query should be a semantic network. (2) A reuse support tool retrieves (sub)specifications (or classes) from the repository according to the query. The retrieved ones are candidate reusable (sub)speci-
Jications (or classes).
(3) The analyst executes the retrieved candidates and filters out those with behaviors dissimilar to that of the intended (sub)system (or class). He or she then browses and reads the details of the other candidates and selects some for reuse. Normally, those with the most similar behaviors are selected. If the selected ones do not exactly fit the intended (sub)system (or class), they should be modified. (4) If no candidates are retrieved in step (2) or no retrieved candidates are selected for reuse, the intended (sub)system (or class) cannot reuse any existent (sub)specification (or class). The analyst should thus specify the (sub)system (or class) from scratch. (5) After specifying all subsystems and classes of the intended system, the analyst composes the reused (sub)specifications and classes into a specification for the intended system According to the process outlined above, major issues for our 00 specification reuse technique are:
(1) classification and retrieval of specifications; (2) understanding of specification behaviors; and (3) modification and composition of specifications.
The classification and retrieval technique for our 00 specification reuse technique has been described elsewhere [32] . This paper presents an 00 executable specification language which facilitates the understanding of specification behaviors and facilitates the modification and composition of specifications.
Model of the specification language
The specification language is based on an objectoriented analysis (OOA) model. The following subsections respectively describe the design philosophy of the model, the model itself, and a specification example represented in the model.
Design philosophy of the model
A software system responds to a set of stimuli, or events, which occur in the external environment or in the internal of the system [33, 34] . An external event can be a user command, an interrupt from another system, etc. For example, a library system responds to such external event as 'A borrower wants to borrow a book'. An internal event may occur periodically inside the system. For example, a supermarket system may periodically check and print the stock levels of its selling items. The response of an event corresponds to a part of the system's behavior. For example, suppose that a library system responds to the event 'A borrower wants to borrow a book' by lending the book to the borrower. Then, one will know that the library system will lend books to borrowers, which is a part of the system's behavior. In this sense, a system's behavior can be observed by checking its event responses. A system's event responses are referred to as its system functions in this paper. Under this circumstance, executing a system's system functions exhibits the system's behavior. As existent specifications with behaviors similar to that of an intended system are considered candidates for reuse, the reusability of a specification can be determined by checking its system functions.
Major components in an 00 specification are classes and their relationships [22] . Classes are domain-oriented. They encapsulate attributes and operations, and instantiate objects that exhibit specific behaviors. A class operation is referred to as a class service in this paper. Class services can be separated into two types: (1) query services (Qservices), which retrieve attribute values from objects, and (2) state transition services (STservices), which change object states. This separation will reduce the couplings among class services and hence makes classes easier to modify. The relationships among classes include association, inheritance, aggregation, using (invocation) relationships, and so on [22] .
In an 00 specification, objects instantiated from classes and the instantiated objects' class services are used by system functions, which are outside the classes. When a system function is executed, some objects are triggered. The triggered object(s) may trigger still other object(s), and the triggering continues until the system function is completed. For example, when executing the system function 'Borrow a book', --the library system triggers the object 'Book' to change its status from 'In-library' to 'Borrowed', and triggers the object 'Borrower' to increase his or her borrowed amount. The triggered objects will execute their class services. This in turn will accomplish a system function. Therefore, in an 00 specification, system functions can be identified by tracing class services and invocation relationships among the services. Some OOA methods [35] do not explicitly specify system functions in specifications. Anyone who wants to understand the behaviors of such specifications may need to trace class services and invocation relationships among the services in order to identify and check system functions, because a specification's behavior is exhibited by executing its system functions. Behaviors of such 00 specifications are thus not easy to understand. On the other hand, if an 00 specification explicitly specifies system functions, and describes how the system functions are accomplished by class services, the specification's behavior would be easier to understand. Since our specification language must facilitate the understanding of specification behaviors, it should be based on an OOA model that explicitly specifies system functions. The next subsection describes our OOA model. Only the model is described, but not the OOA process.
The OOA model
Our OOA model is composed of two sub-models: (1) the class sub-model that specifies classes and relationships among classes, and (2) the function sub-model that specifies system functions. In the class sub-model, a class encapsulates attributes and services, and instantiates objects that exhibit specific behavior. Class services are separated into Qservices and STservices. Relationships among classes specified in our model include association, inheritance, aggregation, and invocation (using) relationships. Fig. 1 shows the notation for representing a class which is divided into three fields. The first field specifies the name and instance limit of the class, where the instance limit limits the number of objects instantiated from the class. The second field specifies class attributes and their value limits. And the last field specifies class services. Each class service is associated with a mini-spec that describes its detailed operations. To prevent information overload, class service mini-specs are not Y \
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shown in the notation, but described in the specification document instead. As for the relationships among classes, they are represented by the notations shown in Fig. 2 . Classes and their relationships constitute the class sub-model of our OOA model. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of a class sub-model for a simplified library system which will be described shortly.
In the function sub-model, system functions are explicitly specified. Each system function is associated with a mini-spec that describes its detailed operations. Since system functions are accomplished by invoking class services, their mini-specs are described by class service invocations which are structured by these control structures: sequences, selections, and iterations. For example, the mini-spec of the system function 'Borrow_a_book' can be described in pseudo code as shown in Fig. 4 .
When there are quite a few system functions, the list of system functions is so long that it may jeopardize readability of the specification: Thus, several system functions should be grouped into a subsystem. System functions which invoke services of the same classes are candidates to be grouped together. System functions are not specified alone in the function sub-model. Instead, they are listed in the subsystems to which they belong. System functions in a subsystem will invoke classes for services (i.e. invoke their class services). The invoked classes show the relationships between the system functions and the classes. Those classes are thus listed in the subsystem to which those system functions belong. shows the notation for representing a subsystem which is divided into three fields. The first field specifies the subsystem name. The second field specifies classes invoked by the subsystem (actually, they are invoked by the subsystem's system functions). And the last field specifies the subsystem's system functions. Again, to prevent information overload, system function mini-specs are not shown in the notation, but described in the specification document instead. After grouping system functions into subsystems, further grouping of those subsystems into even larger subsystems may be needed if there are many subsystems. Thus, the grouping activity will result in a hierarchy structure, called a system-subsystem hierarchy in this paper. The grouping ends when there is only one node (i.e. the system) in the root of the hierarchy. The hierarchy constitutes the function sub-model of our OOA model. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of a function submodel for a simplified library system which will be described shortly.
In a system-subsystem hierarchy, the system or some of its subsystems may not directly contain system functions and classes (e.g. the root node in Fig. 6 ), because they are obtained by grouping subsystems. In this case, the (sub)systems indirectly contain all the system functions and classes of their subsystems. For example, in Fig. 6 , the root node (i.e. the library system) indirectly contains all the classes and system functions that are in its two subsystems.
The system-subsystem hierarchy (i.e. the function submodel) is used as a structure for large-scale model partitioning [36] , and hence is a guidance for reading or checking the specification. When someone reads a specification, he or she first browses through its systemsubsystem hierarchy to identify system functions. Then he or she checks each system function mini-spec and each class invoked by the system function.
Note that in Fig. 6 , a class with the annotation '[PI' means it is a private class for the subsystem. That is, the class is invoked by no subsystems other than that subsystem. Conversely, a class with the annotation '[S]' means it is shared (or invoked) by several subsystems. These annotations are used for information hiding, which will be described in the next subsection.
Information hiding in the model
Modification is necessary when the reused (sub)specifications (or classes) do not exactly fit the intended (sub)-system (or class). As most software engineers agree, information hiding is a good feature to improve modifiability [37] . In our technique, classes, subsystems and even entire system specifications are subjected to reuse, classes and subsystem specifications (including system specifications) should thus possess the information hiding feature. Classes in our model possess information hiding feature, but not subsystems. We thus rearrange subsystems' contents, hoping that they will possess this feature. Basic considerations for this rearrangement are to: (1) hide the classes invoked by a subsystem within it, and (2) access those classes by means of the subsystem's system functions. However, this rearrangement will fail when several subsystems invoke the same classes, because the shared classes cannot be hidden within any subsystem. For example, in Fig. 6 , the class 'Borrower' are invoked by both the subsystems 'Book-management' and 'Borrower-management'. To remedy that, we loosen the requirements for information hiding in subsystems so Library-system F that classes can be either hidden within subsystems or shared by several subsystems. If a class is invoked by only one subsystem, the class is hidden. Conversely, if a classes is invoked by several subsystems, it is considered shared and cannot be hidden. With this rearrangement, subsystems can possess partial information hiding feature, and hence improve their modifiability.
An example
A simplified library system is used as an example here. Its functional requirements are described in brief below:
A library system should manage both book and borrower status. Books in the library can be borrowed by borrowers. Borrowed books can be returned. If necessary, books can be reserved. Reserved books cannot be borrowed. When a borrower borrows books, his or her borrowed amount should be increased by the number borrowed. On the other hand, when the borrower returns books, the borrowed amount should be decreased. Borrowed amounts are limited. New books can be added and obsolete books can be discarded.
A borrower's borrowing right can be suspended. A suspended right can be resumed. New borrowers can be added and current borrowers can be removed. Fig. 3 shows the class sub-model of the system's specification where two classes, 'Book' and 'Borrower', are specified. An association relationship between those classes connects a borrower and the books he or she borrows. Moreover, there is an invocation relationship
The analyst then executes system functions of the between the two classes, because when books are borsubsystem. If the subsystem contains other subsysrowed or returned by a borrower, the borrower's bortem(s), system functions of the subsystem(s) should rowed amount should be increased or decreased. That is, also be executed, because the subsystem indirectly the services 'Borrow' and 'Return' of the class 'Book' contains all system functions of its subsystem(s). invoke the services 'Increase_borrowed_amount' and After system functions of all the specification's sub-'Decrease_borrowed_amount' of the class 'Borrower', systems are executed, the specification has been respectively.
executed. Fig. 6 shows the function sub-model of the system specification. Here we partition the library system into two subsystems: one is 'Book-management' and the other is 'Borrower-management'.
The former subsystem's system functions are: 'Borrow_a_book', 'Return a book', --and so on. They are accomplished by invoking services of the classes 'Book' and 'Borrower'. For example, the system function 'Borrow a book' is accomplished by invoking the service 'Borrow' of the class 'Book' and the service 'Increase_borrowed_ amount' of the class 'Borrower'. The latter subsystem's system functions are: 'Add_a_borrower', 'Remove-a_ borrower', and so on. They are accomplished by invoking services of the class 'Borrower'. Each system function is associated with a mini-spec. For example, the minispec of the system function 'Borrow a book' is shown --in Fig. 4 . Note that in Fig. 6 , the library system indirectly contains all the system functions and classes of its two subsystems.
(2) It should facilitate specification modification.
Our OOA model allows subsystems to hide as many classes as possible so that modifiability of specifications can be improved. Our specification language further enhances this modifiability by providing statements to explicitly declare the relationships among classes and for declaring the classes invoked by subsystems. With this declarations, the dependency relationships among classes and those between system functions and classes can be constructed. From these dependency relationships, one can identify the system functions and classes that should be modified accordingly when some classes are modified. For example, in Fig. 3 , the class 'Book' depends on the class 'Borrower', because the former's services invokes the latter's. Thus, when the latter is modified, the former may need to be modified.
The specification language
This specification language provides statements to specify (sub)systems (including their system functions) and classes in an 00 specification. A (sub)system or class specified in this language is partitioned into two parts: (1) its declaration which primarily specifies interfaces, and (2) its body which specifies specification details. In the following subsections, basic considerations of this language are first described. Then, (sub)system specifications and class specifications are respectively described. Furthermore, Appendix A specifies the simplified library system in this language.
(3) It should facilitate specification composition.
Composing software components into software systems can be facilitated by clear component interfaces. Composing (sub)specifications is not an exception. This language thus provides statements for explicitly declaring the interfaces of class services and those of system functions in order to facilitate specification composition.
(Sub)system spec$cations

Basic considerations of the language
As shown in Fig. 7 , a (sub)system's specification starts with a 'SUBSYSTEM' statement which specifies its name. Its declaration and body are then respectively specified. The declaration delcares classes hidden in the (sub)system, shared classes, the (sub)system's subsystems and system functions, and interfaces of the system functions. The body specifies the detailed operations of the system functions. The specification language is based on the following considerations:
In a (sub)system declaration (see Fig. 8 ) the following statements are used:
(1) It should facilitate specification behavior understanding.
As mentioned above, a specification's behavior can be understood by executing its system functions. System functions are thus executable units in our specification language. When executing a specification, an analyst follows the specification's system-subsystem hierarchy to locate a subsystem for the execution. statement. This statement declares the (sub)system's subsystems, hence it can be used to declare the system-subsystem hierarchy of a specification. statement. This statement is used to declare the (sub) system's system functions and their input/ output parameters. It thus facilitates specification composition. Parameter types are also declared here.
A (sub)system's body (see Fig. 9 ) specifies detailed operations of the (sub)system's system functions. Referring to Fig. 4 , system functions' detailed operations are described by class service invocations, which are structured by these control structures: sequences, selections, and iterations. Thus, service invocation statements, condition statements, and loop statements are needed for specifying system functions. Major statements for specifying system functions are described below:
(1) Service invoking statements.
A service invoking statement has the following syntax: class name.service_name(parameter, . . . , parameter); If theinvoked service is an STservice (state transition service), no values will be returned. If the invoked service is a Qservice (query service), attribute values will be returned by means of the parameters. A service invoking statement invokes a class service. Since a class may instantiate many objects, invoking the class's services may affect more than one of its objects. For example, suppose that the class 'Book' has instantiated two objects with the same title 'Software engineering'. .And, the service 'Borrow' of the class 'Book' lends books with a certain title to a borrower. Then, if a borrower wants to borrow a book with the title 'Software engineering', the service 'Borrow' will lend both books to the borrower. However, the invocation of a class service should normally affect only one of the class's objects. Thus, a class should have attribute(s) that can be used as a key so that the class's objects can be uniquely identified by their key values. Such attribute(s) are called key attribute(s). Key attributes should be passed as parameters to class services so that invoking a class service will affect only one of the class's objects. A loop statement has the following syntax:
WHILE condition DO statements ENDDO (4) Object retrieving statement. Sometimes system functions must access objects. For example, to create/dissolve aggregation relationships among objects (see below), system functions must access objects. Objects must be retrieved before being accessed. Their key attributes are used to retrieve them. The following statement is used to retrieve an object from a class: RETRIEVE object name FROM class-name WITH-KEY key-attributes;
The retrieved object is assigned to the variable 'object-name', which can then be used to access the object.
(5) Relationship creating/dissolving statement.
During runtime, an object of a component class can exist without being attached to an aggregated object. An aggregated object can also be created without its component objects. Moreover, an object can exist without associating with any other objects. Therefore, aggregation and association relationships are dynamic relationships during runtime, hence statements are needed for creating and dissolving these relationships. An aggregation relationship between two objects is created by this statement:
object-1 PART-OF object_2;
where 'object-l' and 'object_2' are objects retrieved by the object retrieving statement as described above. An association relationship between two objects is This statement declares the classes whose services are invoked by the class being specified. It can thus be used to declare invocation relationships among classes.
This statement is used to declare class attributes, their value limits, and their types. For example, the statement 'ATTRIBUTES Status ('Y','N') : CHAR' declares that the class being specified has the attribute 'Status' with the type 'CHAR', and the attribute value must be either 'Y' or 'N'. (6) 'KEY-ATTRIBUTES' statement for declaring the class's key attributes.
Class specijkations
As shown in Fig. 10 , a class's specification starts with a 'CLASS' statement that specifies its name and instance limit. Its declaration and body are then respectively specified. The declaration declares class attributes, class services, class service interfaces, and the relationships between the class and other classes. The body specifies the detailed operations of the class's STservices. Qservices do not need to be specified in the body, because the only operation of such services is to retrieve attribute values.
statement. This statement is used to declare the class's STservices and their parameters (interfaces). Key attributes should be included in the parameters to uniquely identify objects. Parameter types should also be declared. All the parameters are for input, because STservices return no values. (8) 'PROVIDED_QSERVICES' statement. This statement is used to declare the class's Qservices and their parameters. Parameter types should also be declared. Key attributes should be included in the parameters. They are solely for input. Other parameters are for retrieving attribute values. They are for output. (9) 'REQUIRED_SERVICES' statement for declaring class services invoked by the class being specified.
In a class declaration (see Fig. 1 l) , the following statements are used:
(1) 'SUPER_CLASSES' statement.
This statement declares the class's super-classes. It can thus be used to declare inheritance relationships among classes. (2) 'PART-CLASSES' statement
The last three statements are used to explicitly specify class interfaces, hence facilitate specification composition.
A class body (see Fig. 12 ) specifies detailed operations of the class's STservices. STservices of a class change states of the class's objects. They are thus specified according to the objects' state transitions. That is, the detailed operations of an STservice is composed of several state transitions. A state transition has this syntax:
This statement declares the class's part classes. It can thus be used to declare aggregation relationships among classes. Cardinalities of those relationships are also declared. For example, in the class declaration of the class 'Car', the statement 'PART_ CLASSES Wheel(O.4)' declares that the class 'Wheel' is a part class of the class 'Car', and a car can have at most four wheels. objects are checked. The object with the same state as that specified in a state transition's current state (i.e. 'current-state' above) are first identified. The statements specified in the state transition are then executed to change the identified object's state.
The current state in a state transition (i.e. 'current-state' as described above) takes the form:
where the values of 'expression-l', 'expression_2', etc. correspond to the values of the first, second, etc. attributes of the object, respectively. In general, the values of all attributes constitute an object state. However, in some STservices, not all attributes are needed to specify the state transitions. The 'USED-ATTRIBUTES statement is used to define the attributes used in an STservice. Attributes that can be used by a class's STservices include attributes of its own and those of its superclasses. To ensure that the invocation of a class service will change the state of only one of the class's objects, key attributes should be included in the used attributes.
There is a special current state used in STservice specifications: '( )'. It means null state. That is, the object is not existent. This state is used to specify the STservices that create or remove an object.
A state transition is composed of a state change operation and some other operations (e.g. operations to invoke other services). Thus, to specify state transitions in STservices, all the statements for specifying system functions mentioned above can be used. Moreover, this language provides a state change statement for STservices. It has the following syntax:
where 'new-state' takes the same form as 'current-state' described above.
Usage of the specikation language
The process to specify a car rental system by reusing existent specifications is used to illustrate the usage of the specification language. Functional requirements of the 'Borrow_a_book' is shown in the figure. After the execution of this system function, the state of the object 'Book' with identifier '1001' is changed from '(1001, :'In_library")' to '(1001, "Borrowed")' and the state of the object 'Borrower' with identifier '1001' is changed from '(1001,O)' to '(1001,l)'. After observing the output data and state changes due to the execution of all the specification's system functions, the analyst can understand the specification's behavior to a certain degree of detail. car rental system are described in brief below:
The car rental system manages both car and customer status. Cars in the system can be rented by customers. Rented cars can be returned. Moreover, cars can be sold. When a customer rents cars, his or her rental amount should be increased by the number rented. On the other hand, when the customer returns cars, the rental amount should be decreased. New cars can be added and obsolete cars can be discarded.
A customer's renting right can be suspended. A suspended right can be resumed. New customers can be added and current customers can be removed. The system also manages its employee's status, such as salaries and work times. New employees can be added and current employees can be removed.
After understanding the behaviors of the retrieved candidates and filtering out the unreusable ones, the analyst reads the other candidates and selects some for reuse. If the reused ones do not exactly fit the intended system, they should be modified. For example, suppose that the library system specification is reused for the car rental system. Then, the following modifications should be performed: (1) the class 'Borrower' of the library system should be renamed to be 'Customer', (2) the class 'Book' should be renamed to be 'Car', (3) attributes of the reused classes should be modified, for example, the attribute 'Author' should not be an attribute of the class 'Car' and hence should be deleted from the reused class 'Book', (4) services of the reused classes should be modified, for example, the service 'Sell' should be a service of the class 'Car' and hence should be added, and (5) system functions should be modified, for example, a new system function 'Sell_a_car' should be added.
In the reuse process, suppose that after specification retrieval, the library system specification (see Figs. 3 and 6, and Appendix A) and some other specifications are retrieved as candidate reusable specifications. For these candidates, the analyst executes them to observe their behaviors so that the unreusable ones can be filtered out. When executing a specification, the analyst first follows the system-subsystem hierarchy to select a subsystem. He or she then executes the subsystem's system functions. When executing a system function, the analyst first keys in its input data, then observes the output data and object state changes after the execution. Fig. 13 shows the execution of the library system specification (as specified in Appendix A) where the subsystem 'Book-management' is selected to execute. The execution of the subsystem's system function After specifying all subsystems of the car rental system, the analyst composes the subsystems to form a complete specification for the system. The composition can be accomplished by defining relationships among classes and constructing the system-subsystem hierarchy. For example, suppose that the analyst reuses the library system and an employee management subsystem of a particular specification to specify the car rental system, where the employee management subsystem contains the class 'Employee'. Then, the specification of the car rental system is depicted in 'Figs. 14 and 15 , where the former figure shows the class sub-model and the latter shows the function sub-model.
Conclusions
Techniques for specification reuse, design document reuse, and program code reuse can be integrated to support a reuse-based software development paradigm, which can tremendously improve software development productivity and software quality. Object-oriented development further fosters software reuse.
In specification reuse, candidate reusable specifications are retrieved from a repository, where some are reusable and others not. The unreusable ones should be filtered out before an analyst reads the candidates to 
